APPENDIX - XIX
Pilot Test (Writing)

Time : 1 hr

Total marks : 58

I. Letter Formation

a) Write down the cursive form of small letters ‘a’ to ‘t’ in English language (5)

b) Write down the capital letters in English language (5)

‘A to T’

II. Letter Slope

Copy down the passage with a correct slant

1. A man had only one son. The son fell into a bad company. He adopted many bad habits. The man was very rich. He became worried about his spoilt son.

III. Letter Size

a. Copy down the capital letters given (5)

A  G  J  F
I  N  W  H
E  O  V  D
C  N  U  B
M  S  L  T
b. Copy down the small letters given

\[ a b c d e f \]
\[ g h i j k l \]
\[ m n o p q r s t \]

IV. Letter Space

Copy down the passage in joining strokes with proper letter space.

India is my country. I am a citizen of India. Our country is known by different names such as Bharat, Hindustan, and India. Ours is a very vast country. Many people live in this country.

V. Word Space.

Copy down the sentences in joining strokes with correct word space.

I reached home late
Sitabrought a book
The crow flew away
Lakshmy won the prize
The rocket went up
The book is inside my bag
The dog is sitting under the table

VI. Letter Word alignment

Copy down the sentences correctly

I wound the school everyday
Here fused got to school
They washed the room
Tea cherguided the students
The car painted the table
Ju sed to walk daily
Parent's love their children
Th ey work hard
VII. Letter Joins

a. Identify whether the letter joining is right or wrong

1. India is our country.
2. Cow is a domestic animal.
3. January is the first month.
4. Sita is a beautiful girl.
5. He sings well.
6. He reads a book.
7. Rama eats a mango.
8. Lakshmi drives a car.

b. Copy down the passage in joining strokes

I love India, my Motherland. It is one of the oldest civilisations of the world. Indians are courteous people. It is the craze of tourists. We have great unity in diversity.